A one-hour experiential simulation exercise is presented in which participants are required to take roles as managers in a business firm confronting questions concerning corporate headquarters relocation. Role scenarios for the business functional areas of chief executive officer and corporate legal, human resource, financial, and public relations executives are presented. Each participant analyzes the problem from the perspective of the described functional role. Influence efforts are focused on structuring the chief executive’s decision. After reviewing alternative action recommendations from the various functional areas, chief executives balance and weigh alternative arguments presented by each function in arriving at a decision. The simulation may incorporate an earlier developed conceptual schema for strategic decision analysis in formulating policy and provide an application for comparative analysis of intuitive and systematic reasoning in decision making. Alternatively, it may be used as an introductory exercise in group decision making.

Learning Objectives

1. To grasp the structure and limits of corporate responsibility in the total business environment in which the firm is located, to facilitate understanding of the wide range of environmental pressures and influences affecting corporate decision making.

2. To understand how the preparation of a decision from a functional point of view interacts with the interests of the total company organization and marshal arguments for forceful and clearly communicated courses of action without losing sight of the company interest as a whole.

3. To understand the need for assigning priorities to particular corporate goals in balancing competing functional interests of profits and community relations in connection with a corporate relocation decision.

4. To extend application and understanding of a previously learned policy analysis model for systematic exploration of interrelationships between goals, subgoals, functional policy areas, and action alternatives in strategic decision making.

5. To understand how systematic policy analysis for comparing heuristic with programmatic decisions may be extended to accommodate alternative functional perspectives in a required context of managerial teamwork providing orderly and organized presentation of properly weighted and timely information.

Advance Preparation


Overview

We have learned from the previous exercise that organizational decision making can be viewed systematically as a hierarchical framework of independent goals, subgoals, functional policy areas and alternatives; that a programmatic approach may be employed for a more systematic evaluation. Most ongoing decision problems are not confined to such a disciplined analysis and are frequently approached through a variety of intuitive techniques. Also, solutions to problems are likely to have interactive effects on functional areas. Perhaps the most restrictive limitation of the policy model previously presented is elimination of possible synergy between action alternatives. The effect of a particular action may be enhanced by taking another action. For instance, installation of anti-pollution equipment in manufacturing, coupled with advertising this fact, might enhance short-run sales, whereas equipment installation without advertising might have no effect on sales. Through its “additive utility assumption,” the model would impose the restriction that the effect of these two actions on the goal of improving short-run sales would be independent of each other. Introduction of organizational change, such as a newly-developed management information system, will often require restructuring of activities, oblige personnel to new tasks and roles, modify group relations, and make other changes in managerial planning and control. Selection of alternative actions impacts significantly on organizational goals and strategies, and has further implications throughout the organization. The possibilities of major structural changes, synergistic effects, and practicalities in ongoing decision making require adaptations and adjustment in the application of the model.

In this exercise, class members take the roles of corporate executives, faced with the problem of relocating the I.R. Manufacturing Company headquarters. Roles include those of president and four vice-presidents: legal, personnel, financial, and public relations. Each manager studies the problem from a limited functional perspective. For example, the legal vice-president examines legal problems associated with relocating the company, the personnel vice-president from the personnel point-of-view, and so forth. Managers attempt to select among several options by weighting and placing in perspective the arguments presented by each division. Then participants are asked to discuss and evaluate decisions by executive teams.
Scenario of the I.R. Manufacturing Company

In 1940, Ralph Williams, the founder of the company, moved the headquarters to be near financial and legal resources which I.R. needed in its growth years. The present headquarters' building was completed seven years later in 1947, and became a landmark in the city. For the past three decades, I.R. Company has been directed from this headquarters building, and until the last few years, quite successfully. But now I.R. has problems. Its profit picture has turned bleak. In trying to get at the problem, management has turned its eyes on its midwestern home. After an explosive population and business boom of four decades, the city is showing strains of escalating costs of essential public services and human care programs. The strain shows in urban decay, inefficient and higher-priced public transportation, rising crime rates, desperate measures to find new sources of tax revenue, and manufacturing organizations leaving the city. For I.R., this means rising costs of doing business, and less efficient operations; problems it doesn't need on top of its recent poor earnings.

Two years ago, a consulting team explored alternatives open to the firm. After more than a year of study, various alternatives have been presented to the management of I.R. Manufacturing Company.

Procedure

Step One. Before class, read the policy analysis model article and review the previous experiential exercise in decision making. Also, read the overview and analyze the corporate relocation scenario.

Step Two. Divide the class into five groups and randomly assign the five roles listed below. Each group should assign members to a specified role, and each member should evaluate the case from the information presented in Table 1 for the specific role assigned.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th>Financial Vice President</th>
<th>Legal Vice President</th>
<th>Personnel Vice President</th>
<th>Public Relations Vice President</th>
<th>President (in Relation to Board of Directors)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advantages</td>
<td>Disadvantages</td>
<td>Advantages</td>
<td>Disadvantages</td>
<td>Advantages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Stay in City</td>
<td>Major financial losses</td>
<td>Large pool of union workers</td>
<td>High wages</td>
<td>Relocating personnel</td>
<td>May improve I.R.'s image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Start, expand, move back to midwest</td>
<td>Difficulties with existing facilities and costs</td>
<td>High crime rates</td>
<td>May cause some tax benefits</td>
<td>New facilities in new city</td>
<td>Higher prices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Greensville</td>
<td>Cost advantage</td>
<td>Relocating personnel</td>
<td>Higher costs</td>
<td>New operations in new city</td>
<td>Higher crime rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Lawrence</td>
<td>Cost advantage</td>
<td>Relocating personnel</td>
<td>Higher costs</td>
<td>New operations in new city</td>
<td>Higher crime rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Community location</td>
<td>Cost advantage</td>
<td>Relocating personnel</td>
<td>Higher costs</td>
<td>New operations in new city</td>
<td>Higher crime rates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes

- **Advantages**: Cost reductions, relocation incentives, etc.
- **Disadvantages**: Financial, legal, personnel, public relations, presidential considerations.

- **President (in Relation to Board of Directors)**: May require additional considerations.
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Role 1: President, I.R. Manufacturing Company
Role 2: Financial Vice-President, I.R. Manufacturing Company
Role 3: Legal Vice-President, I.R. Manufacturing Company
Role 4: Personnel Vice-President, I.R. Manufacturing Company
Role 5: Public Relations Vice-President, I.R. Manufacturing Company

A brief description of the roles is provided by the information presented in Table 1.

Step Three. Each of the student groups should conduct a meeting among the president and vice-presidents to make recommendations for the president’s decision to be presented to the board of directors. Two separate procedures should be employed in arriving at a decision: (1) generally discuss the elements pro and con relevant to moving the headquarters location on a regular interactive group discussion basis (any weighting basis or schema the group wishes to adopt other than the systematic policy model may be used), (2) go over the group’s entire decision again preparing a systematic policy analysis model and identifying the hierarchy of goal, subgoals, policy areas, and action alternatives posed by the case. Sketch a model outline and use the policy model systematic procedure for decision making learned from the previous exercise for heuristic and programmatic comparisons in arriving at group decision.

Step Four. Compare the intuitive ranking or alternatives with more systematic evaluations of actions rioting the discrepancies and agreements. Compare both intuitive and systematic decision outcomes from the policy model with decisions arrived at through general group discussion outcome. Identify and explain what factors might account for the results in terms of the following points—additive utility theory as a decision principle limiting consideration of synergy; problems of incorporating explicit recognition of probabilities and presumption of intuitive prejudgement in allowing weightings of Importance to represent expected values; psychological versus social/psychological (or psycho-social) validity of the policy analysis model; extent of agreement between judgements using the systematic procedure and not using it; requirements for sharply separating objectives from functional policy areas and defining objectives in policy areas as independently as possible; requirements for maintaining consistency in evaluating contributions of importance in the model and considerations of capital versus social costs.

Step Five. Select representative from each group to present an overview and critique of issues covered in Step Four above with the entire class joining to discuss extensions and applications in using the policy analysis model with full open class discussion on restrictive assumptions and limitations of application.

Discussion and Summary Conceptualization

Seemingly easy, it is always difficult to apply theoretical constructs of decision-making to ongoing problems. Likely, many different views were expressed, and substantial conflict appeared within groups. Management was placed in a difficult position of choosing among even a limited array of alternatives and possibly confused in utilizing intuitive judgmental decision-making versus the programmatic procedure in deciding which alternative to follow. Added difficulties may have been encountered in fulfillment of different types of functional perspectives. Members may as well have lacked knowledge and information concerning advantages and costs of alternatives as well as experience in structuring and applying the programmatic procedure. This exercise should have provided additional experience in utilizing a model for analyzing situations in making recommendations. Most likely it has served to stimulate further curiosity and inquiring into the model’s application and limitations.

Groups were likely sensitive to employing a more systematic procedure in generally discussing and deciding issues by ordinary means. One way would be to explicitly identify the following issues: environment of Greenville’s; financial considerations including profit generating capital and production; commitment to the city; commitment to minority groups, a better building in which to work; escaping the problems of the city; improving public relations; commitment to current city employees. Each group could rank these and other issues on a three point scale as to the importance of each issue relevant to the decision. After ranking issues, results could be recorded by adding the rankings. Through the general discussion procedure it is likely that financial consideration will be deemed most important, comfort issues such as “escaping the problems of the city,” will rank next in importance, and social concerns at least important. Use of the systematic policy model, may lead to a different ordering altogether or at least introduce the group to logical questions of inconsistency in assigning weights to factors influencing the decision. Objectives of profit versus corporate responsibility in functional policy areas of financial, legal, personnel, and public relations are clearly defined with the same set of limited alternatives in each functional area. Here, it will become immediately apparent to each decision group that initial structuring of the decision problem as posed by the roles in the exercise presents a “mutually exclusive” decision situation. This structuring effect precludes the possibility of considering simultaneously adopting more than one alternative action. Still, formal sketch of the model including objectives of corporate social responsibility and delineation of all functional policy areas will force explicit consideration of the “expected values of importance” to be assigned to elements in the decision-making process supporting social-corporate responsibility and concern. Since
corporate responsibility as an objective is likely to receive some minimal estimate of importance, the alternative actions of no change, remodel, or a Greenville Location receive some value estimates of importance as well. The overall outcome will reflect a slightly different value system of the group's decision-making.

The appropriateness of this value system can then be discussed with such questions as: Should social responsibility play a more important role, be assigned greater importance in systematic corporate decision-making? Why is more weight given to such concepts when they are systematically considered by the model versus general group decision-making? How much more weight were they given? If the corporation is not expected to be concerned with social issues of decisions, who is? Can government force corporations to be socially responsible or could governmental agencies use the theoretical constructs of the model in requiring organizations be more explicit? If so, how successful are such efforts likely to be? If no, what are the alternatives?

If groups do not rank economic considerations as the most important issue, and Borne groups have not, then a different set of questions become appropriate. Examples of such questions are: Can a corporation survive and be socially responsible? Can a corporation meet its obligations to its stockholders and put any goal above profits? What other objectives likely influencing decision outcomes need to be explicitly incorporated in the systematic policy analysis model?

Students should have gained illuminating insights into the following considerations:

1. Additive Utility Theory, on which the policy analysis schema depends, presents a most restrictive limitation in the sense that it eliminates possible considerations of synergy between action alternatives. In reality, it may happen that the effect of a particular action may be enhanced by taking other action. Knowledge of the model has a structuring effect of designing mutually exclusive schemas and imposes the assumption that the effect of alternative actions (across functional areas) are independent of each other. Another strong assumption in the model is that all the actions within a given policy area distribute their influence on achievement of objectives in the same proportions, as is indicated by weighting their sum by a single number for the policy area.

2. Understanding of an apparent paradox may arise from recognizing that if no alternative actions are proposed for a given policy area, its value according to the model automatically equals zero. In fact, however, all policy areas are presumably vital to the firm whether alternative actions are being considered in them or not. Explanation lies in discovering that the model should be applied for consideration of only incremental action beyond that which is already going on. Thus the “importance” of a given policy area utilizing the model refers only to the value of the new action which might be taken and not to the value of actions already ongoing.

3. Some other observations from experience in defining items to insert in the model are likely to be learned.

(a) Comprehensiveness Rule—Although it is not necessary to list a complete spectrum of possible actions, it is essential to list all, policy areas and all objectives to which those actions may apply. Otherwise the model will, not be able to recognize aspects of value in some of the actions which really should be considered.

(b) Separateness Rule—Objectives and policy areas should not semantically duplicate or overlap each other because this could effectively result in “double counting.” It is also important that objectives and policy areas be defined as independently as possible.

(c) Consistency Rule—It is important to account for the values of different items inserted in the model on a consistent basis. Contributions cannot be considered in terms of gross benefits in some instances, while in terms of net benefits after costs in others, and benefit/cost in still others. Any of these measures will work, but it should then be used throughout. The recommended procedure is to consider simply gross benefit in applying the model and later introduce consideration of cost.
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